
Danny and Sarah Wedding Quick Quiz Questions -

5 MIN WARNING - You need a pen and an answer sheet. Write your team name NOW!
Start on time - This afternoon winners get the Prize and a chance to win the cash

Quickly speeding on now, for we only have but a few precious moments...

Winning team get the Prize and a chance to win the cash, but...

Start thinking about getting that down while I get the music ready...

Answers are in front of you - it’s 5 of them responsible for these...There are the answers, here are 
the questions. Play Again - We’ve just about got time to listen to it twice! 

The winning team gets Prize and a chance to win the rollover cash jackpot, in the event of a draw 
the winner will be decided by whoever comes closest to the answer of this

1 Picture - What island is that? Clue: Danny & Sarah’s first holiday 
together may have been there

Tenerife

2 Danny says his favourite artists is Jonny Cash - according to the 
lyrics of Jonny’s 1969 hit, what girls name should you definitely 
NOT call a boy?

Sue

3 Picture - Name the film - Sarah’s Favourite Pan’s labrynth

4 T Danny’s favourite film is apparently Pulp Fiction - which of these 
products does not get product placement in the film? Thermos 
Flask, Drum Tobacco, or Rolex Watches

Rolex

5 2 logos from organisations Danny and Sarah have worked for - Costa Coffee & 
Holiday Inn

Just for Fun - you can write down something in the JFF box - the best one gets a novelty prize 
at the end, a prize usually not worth winning, this week...

e.g. A short joke 

Q Round 3     

1
2
3
4
5

kinks
sublime
katy perry
sum 41
ryan adams

Tiebreaker - Get as close as you can to... Answer

According to Facebooks - How many mutual 
friends do Danny & Sarah share?

70



Reminder - Prize & Team Name, JFF & Tiebreaker Final Round - Lucky Dip...

If anyone need to hear any question again - I have question sheets here! You have 60seconds to 
get all answers down and hand in starting NOW! Any handed in after this music loses 2pts...

Score 2pts per correct answer - total out of 30. DOUBLE CHECK - no time for mistakes.

Say you will go over answers first and look at JFF after the winners have been sorted.
Go over answers, Play music, Announce winners in reverse order. 

1 According to Danny - they both support Rangers - according to the BBC 
- what is the official capacity of Ibrox?

51,082

2 When Danny met Sarah, was she drinking a bottle of stella, a cosmo or 
a can of cider?

Stella

3 Many of the best and most loved famous folk were born in Bellshill - 
which of these Scottish folk was NOT born in Bellshill? Ally McCoist, 
Sheena Easton or Michelle McManus

Michelle 
McManus born 
in Glasgow

4 Which Scottish act is confirmed for the 2000 Trees festival this year? Sons and 
Daughters, We Were Promised Jetpacks or Deacon Blue

Jetpacks

5 Sarah has previously worked in McDonalds - how many countries have a 
McDonalds? 69. 119 or 149

just 119


